Introduction
Recent applications of nanotechnology in medicine have focused on the fabrication of a hybrid core-shell nanostructure, known as a metal nanoshell, consisting of a dielectric core surrounded by a thin metallic layer for precise control of optical resonance that depends on the dielectric constant of the core materials and core-shell ratio. [1] [2] [3] [4] Hybrid nanoshells with tailored optical properties possess the highly tunable plasmon resonance of collective oscillations of free electrons across the visible into the near-infrared (NIR) region, where optical transmittance in the tissue is optimized. Tunable optical properties of nanoshells conjugated with targeting moieties or antibodies can provide noninvasive optical diagnosis and therapeutic payloads such as hyperthermia cancer therapy, photothermal-triggered drug release, and bio-imaging with cell targeting.
A gold cage with strong NIR absorption can be prepared to less than 50 nm by simply adjusting the processing parameters. 12, 13 Nanomicelles with Au shells are designed to be multifunctional drug-delivery vehicles and to combine bio-imaging, targeting, and light-triggered drug release. 14 Since the first report 1 regarding seed-mediated fabrication of silica-gold nanoshell (SGNS) nearly two decades ago, numerous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8, [13] [14] [15] have focused on the fabrication of SGNS exhibiting robust structural integrity and the tunable optical resonance by simply adjusting the core-shell ratio across the metal interface, and there have been many attempts to utilize the strong NIR absorption of SGNS as a phototriggered hyperthermia agent on the morbidity of tumor cells. However, there have been concerns regarding the potential human carcinogenicity of silica core materials. 16 Hirsch et al observed photothermal destruction of carcinoma cells under NIR laser exposure (35 W/cm 2 ) at 820 nm for 7 min, and all nanoshell-treated samples underwent photothermal destruction within the laser spot, which was determined by calcein AM viability staining. 5 Hyeon et al also reported targeted NIR photothermal therapy against cancer cells using magnetic Au nanoshells at 800 nm under varied laser power densities from 2.5-10 W/cm 2 . 17 Recently, Au nanorods have been employed for in vitro (or in vivo) photothermal destruction of cancer cells for different Au nanorods concentrations, NIR laser power densities, and irradiation times. [18] [19] [20] However, the effect of Au shell thickness or surface coverage on the hyperthermiainduced destruction of cancerous cells remains unknown.
Therapeutic antibodies posses to not only specifically bind to corresponding tumor-specific and/or tumor-associated antigens but also kill tumor cells by blocking signaling pathways. [21] [22] [23] Targeted delivery of plasmon-resonant NPs can enhance the selective killing of tumor cells while minimizing the toxicity to neighboring normal cells. One of the most promising targeting moieties for seeking cancerous cells is an antibody capable of specifically binding to tumorspecific antigens. Erbitux (ERB, cetuximab), a monoclonal therapeutic antibody, binds to the extracellular domain of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) to prevent the activation and subsequent dimerization of the receptor, to decrease receptor activation and dimerization and result in inhibition of signal transduction and anti-proliferative effects. [24] [25] [26] This agent may inhibit EGFR-dependent primary tumor growth and metastasis, in which EGFR is overexpressed on the cell surfaces of various solid tumors. Targeted cancer therapeutics using NIR-activated NPs will enable treatment of tumor cells with maximum efficacy while minimizing adverse side effects. In this method, ERB-conjugated nanoshells target human epithelial cancer cells through hyperthermia generated by NIR irradiation. The superficial anatomic location of epithelial cells enables the NIR laser beam to penetrate into tumor cells for photothermal destruction of tumor cells bound to nanoshell particles. 27, 28 In this study, SGNS were prepared by a seed-mediated electroless plating method. Small gold seeds were electrostatically deposited on amine-terminated silica NPs, followed by seed-mediated coalescence of gold clusters. The surface morphology of the Au shell (ie, the surface coverage and thickness of the Au layer) was controlled by adjusting the amounts of Au salts in the presence of formaldehyde reducing agents. Fully covered SGNS (f-SGNS) represent an Au shell with continuous (connected) gold clusters on the surface, while partially covered SGNS (p-SGNS) represent an Au shell with disconnected gold clusters on the surface. The hyperthermia effects on SGNS solution temperature were investigated by using particles with different surface coverage and thickness of Au shell, as well as particle concentration. Furthermore, ERB-conjugated SGNS with different surface coverages of Au clusters were examined for their ability to target and be taken up by human epithelial cancer cells, which overexpress the EGFR tumor antigen. We also report the killing effect of epithelial cancer cells through synergistic blocking of the signaling pathway by the therapeutic antibody and hyperthermia using a NIR laser. UV-Visible spectra were collected using an HP8453 UVVisible spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) in the range of 200-1100 nm. All samples were dispersed in water and loaded into a quartz cell for analysis. High-resolution scanning electron microscope images were obtained using a cold-type field emission gun scanning electron microscope operating at 15 kV accelerating voltage.
Materials and methods
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hyperthermia effects of silica-gold nanoshells on epithelial tumor cells
The sample was placed and pressed onto double-sided conducting carbon tape supported by a copper plate. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the elemental composition were measured using a Rigaku D/MAX-2200 of 3 kW X-ray generator (using Cu Kα =1.5418 radiation) (Tokyo, Japan).
Synthesis of SgNS
The synthetic procedures were described in detail elsewhere. 29, 30 Colloidal silica were prepared using the Stöber method, which is based on the simultaneous hydrolysis and condensation of tetraethyl ortho-silicate by an ammonium hydroxide catalyst. 31 Gold colloids (1−3 nm) were prepared by mixing 2.0 mL of 1.0 wt% tetrachloroaurate (III) trihydrate, 0.5 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 1.0 mL of 50 mM aqueous tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride, which is a powerfully reducing agent that can reduce gold salts via the derivation of formaldehyde. 32 Next, the surface of silica NPs was functionalized using aminopropyltrimethoxy silane with a terminal amine group. Small Au seeds with negative charge were electrostatically attached onto the amine-terminated silica NPs. The Au seeds on the silica surface were grown by reducing the Au salts in the presence of formaldehyde reducing agents (80 to 120 μL), producing an Au layer. Au coverage on the silica NPs was adjusted by changing the concentration of reducible Au salts during the seed-mediated growth of Au clusters. The fabrication procedures are summarized in Figure 1 .
cellular viability test of erB-conjugated SgNS
The cytotoxic effect of ERB-conjugated SGNS in A431 and MCF7 cells was analyzed using a colorimetric assay based on the mitochondrial oxidation of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT). A431 and MCF7 cells were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% antibiotics at 37°C under a 5% CO 2 atmosphere. The cells were diluted to a density of 1.0×10 4 cells/100 μL in a 96-well plate and incubated at 37°C at 5% CO 2 . A431 and MCF7 cells were treated with various concentrations of ERB-conjugated SGNS (5.12×10
-5 mg/L, ~20 mg/L) overnight and rinsed with 100 μL phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4, 1 mM), after which freshly-prepared MTT solution was added. The cells were further incubated for 4 h, and then 100 μL of solubilization solution (10% sodium dodecyl sulfate in 0.01 M HCl) was added. After overnight incubation, the absorbance of each well was measured using an enzymelinked immunosorbent assay plate reader (Spectra MAX 340, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at an absorbance wavelength of 575 nm and a reference wavelength of 650 nm. Cell viabilities were obtained by calculating the ratio of the intensity of purple formazan in viable cells treated with ERBconjugated SGNS to the intensity in untreated control cells. This research is performed under the highest ethical and legal standards with the permission from the Ethics Committee of the Korean Biochip Society for the acquisition of human cells, cellular toxicity and photothermal assay tests.
In vitro photothermal experiments of erB-conjugated SgNS
The epidermoid carcinoma A431 cell line and MCF7 cell line (with different levels of EGFR over-expression) were obtained from the American Tissue Type Culture (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured. Briefly, the cells (1×10 6 cells/mL) were seeded in 100Ø Corning culture dishes (10 mL/dish; Corning, NY, USA) with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotics and incubated at 37°C in 6×10 10 particles/mL) at 37°C. After 1 h, free SGNS were removed by washing with an equal volume of 10% FBS. The cells treated with SGNS were then incubated within DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotics at 37°C.
After exposure to an NIR laser at 820 nm (35 W/cm 2 for 5 min), the cells were further incubated for an additional 2 h at 37°C. Cell viability was determined using staining calcein AM (Molecular Probes, 1 μM) and by measuring the emission after excitation at 488 nm using a fluorescence spectrometer reader. The live/dead cell distribution after calcein AM staining was observed using a fluorescence microscope.
Results and discussion
SGNS with different surface coverage of Au clusters were prepared. 30 The surface coverage of Au clusters over the silica NPs was controlled by adjusting the concentration of reducible Au salts relative to the number of silica NPs (1.5×10 13 /cm 3 ). 2 As shown in Figure 2 , SGNS prepared with 0.38 mM of Au salts exhibited a rough surface morphology consisting of partial coverage of gold clusters, while SGNS prepared with 1.52 mM of gold salts exhibited a relatively smooth surface morphology with full coverage of Au clusters. Excessive addition of Au salts resulted in a significant reduction in plasmon bands due to the aggregation of gold NPs (data not shown).
29 Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of SGNS with different surface coverage of Au clusters. The sample solution was dropped onto a SnO 2 glass more than 50 times to prepare a multi-layered deposition of SGNS. f-SGNS prepared with 1.52 mM Au salts exhibited a distinct X-ray diffraction peak attributed to the crystalline Au (111) phase. On the other hand, p-SGNS prepared by 0.38 mM gold salts exhibited a very similar X-ray diffraction pattern to Au seeddeposited silica NPs (Au-SiO 2 ), and the amorphous silica layer was distinctly observed in both samples (p-SGNS and Au-SiO 2 ), indicating significant exposure of the bare silica surface. The growth of deposited Au seeds did not produce full coverage of Au layer over silica cores when the Au salts were not sufficiently available.
Au-SiO 2 NPs showed a characteristic absorption peak at 520 nm, corresponding to the Au seeds deposited on the silica NPs (data not shown). According to Figure 4 , plasmon-derived absorption bands (plasmon bands) of SGNS ranged from 700-820 nm, depending on the surface coverage of Au clusters over silica cores. 29, 33 A strong plasmon band with a significant redshift was observed by f-SGNS, whereas p-SGNS exhibited a weak plasmon band with a less significant redshift. It is generally known that plasmonderived absorption bands are strongly enhanced by plasmon couplings between adjacent Au clusters. 34 In contrast, antibody-conjugated f-SGNS exhibited much lower optical intensity compared to bare f-SGNS. This may be because the entire surface of f-SGNS was conjugated with ERB antibodies, which induced a change in the dielectric environment and the agglomeration of SGNS via ERB linkage. However, ERB-bound p-SGNS (p-ERB-SGNS) exhibited a slightly more intense absorption peak compared to that of bare p-SGNS. The p-SGNS appeared to have fewer conjugation sites for the ERB antibody, leading to less inhibitive action for optical absorption of SGNS, and the conjugation of ERB was not effective on p-SGNS. 24, 26 The surface plasmon wave was propagated along the interface between the silica cores and Au shell layers, leading to the collective oscillation of plasmon electrons which can induce Au-layer heating, known as the hyperthermia effect. ) at fixed wavelengths of 700 nm and 800 nm, corresponding to p-SGNS and f-SGNS, respectively. Figure 5A shows the temperature changes of the sample solution with increasing NIR irradiation times. The final temperature of the p-SGNS and f-SGNS solutions asymptotically approached 49°C and 67°C after exposure to the NIR laser for 800 sec. No significant temperature change was observed in pure water and Au-SiO 2 (∆T ,10°C) under the same irradiation conditions. Thus, the conversion efficiency of NIR light to thermal energy was higher for f-SGNS with full coverage of the Au layer compared to that of p-SGNS with partial coverage of the Au clusters.
Temperature change of the sample solution under NIR irradiation was also dependent on the particle concentration. Over an elapsed time of 180 sec, solution temperature changes were investigated by diluting the original SGNS solution at room temperature. As shown in Figure 5B , the temperature change was proportional to the number of SGNS particles in the solution. At an elapsed time of 180 sec, the 10-fold diluted sample (0.15×10 13 /mL) had a final temperature of approximately 35°C, while 5-fold diluted sample (0.30×10 13 /mL) had a final temperature of .40°C. The two-fold diluted sample (0.75×10 13 /mL) and original sample (1.5×10 13 /mL) showed similar solution temperature changes until 60 sec, after which the original sample showed a more rapid increase in solution temperature compared to the 2-fold diluted sample. The final temperature difference between the original sample and the 2-fold diluted sample was approximately 5°C. When more than 0.75×10 13 /mL particles were used, a temperature change was not observed, likely because of the rapid thermal loss to the ambient environment.
Additionally, we investigated the hyperthermia effect of SGNS on the solution temperature depending on the Au shell thickness under NIR irradiation (820 nm, 30 W/cm 2 for 3 min). According to Figure S1 and S2, SGNS with the thickest Au shell (Au shell thickness =35 nm) and the strongest absorption band showed a lower effective hyperthermia effect; the SGNS (Au shell =35 nm) exhibited a lower increase 
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Park et al in solution temperature compared to the change for SGNS (Au shell thickness =20, 28 nm) with lower absorption bands. The hyperthermia effect is mainly attributed to the plasmon resonances occurring at the interface between the Au layer and the dielectric silica core. Thus, a thick Au layer may be less effective for generating a full hyperthermia effect at the interface because the absorbed light is prone to dissipation within the thick Au layer via bulk plasmon, leading to smaller increases in the solution temperature. 35 In this work, an optimal thickness of the Au layer achieved an efficient hyperthermia effect, but disconnected Au clusters or a thick Au layer was not appropriate as the efficient hyperthermia agent. Under NIR irradiation with 35 W/cm 2 and for a spot diameter of 2 mm, cell death was observed on both p-ERB-SGNS-and f-ERB-SGNS-treated samples at 700 nm and 800 nm, respectively. Under control conditions (no nanoshell or nonspecific antibody), no cell death was observed, as shown in Figure 6 . In vitro studies at high laser intensity indicated that the surface coverage of Au clusters had no significant effect on the photothermal triggered damage of tumor cells treated with p-ERB-SGNS and f-ERB-SGNS. Specifically designed photothermal nanomaterials have attracted attention because of their efficacy in treatment and because targeted NIR laser therapy does not require surgical intervention. Thus, the hybrid core-shell nanostructures, composed of metal nanoshells consisting of a dielectric core and metallic layer, are considered to be suitable photothermal probes in nanomedicine because of their highly tuneable surface plasmon resonance across the visible light into NIR region where optical transmittance in the tissue is optimized. 13 /ml). Abbreviations: SgNS, silica-gold nanoshell; p-SgNS, partially covered-silica-gold nanoshell; f-SgNS, fully covered-silica-gold nanoshell; sec, seconds; NIr, near infra-red.
1.50×10
13 /mL 0.75×10 13 /mL 0.30×10 13 /mL 0.15×10 13 Prior to photothermal ablation experiments using SGNS, we performed an MTT assay to measure the cytotoxicity of p-ERB-SGNS and f-ERB-SGNS. The target cells (A431 cells over-expressing EGFR and MCF7 cells lowly expressing EGFR) were treated with various concentrations of p-ERB-SGNS and f-ERB-SGNS (5.12×10
-5 mg/L, ~20 mg/L) overnight and cell viabilities were analyzed ( Figure 6 ). The results showed that cellular viability was higher than 80% in the presence of p-ERB-SGNS and f-ERB-SGNS, indicating low cytotoxicity within this concentration range.
To determine the turmoricidal efficacies of NIR laser treatment modalities, cancer cells were incubated with the prepared NPs after laser exposure. The therapeutic efficacies of p-ERB-SGNS and f-ERB-SGNS were then examined with respect to laser intensity and the concentration of SGNS against the cancer cell lines A431 and MCF7 cells with different EGFR overexpression levels. The viability of MCF7 and A431 cells was not influenced by the intensity of NIR-laser only (Figure 7, control) . The f-ERB-SGNS-and p-ERB-SGNS-treated MCF7 cells showed strong emission after calcein AM staining. Calcein AM does not dye dead cells; this demonstrated that MCF7 cells did not heal by hyperthermia because of low EGFR receptor level. However, A431 cells had high EGFR receptor levels. Therefore, f-ERB-SGNS-and p-ERB-SGNS-treated A431 cells emitted weak light because of the hyperthermia effect from NIR-absorbing nanoshells (such as f-SGNS and p-SGNS). Particularly, we quantified cell viabilities after treatment with 0.4 mg/L of p-ERG-SGNS and 0.4 mg/L of f-ERB-SGNS by measuring the relative fluorescence intensities. The cellular viability of the control group was considered to be 100%. Cell viability after f-ERB-SGNS treatment of A431 cells was 20.57%±0.23% which was lower than that of p-ERB-SGNS (45.25%±1.5%). The therapeutic efficacy of f-SGNS was confirmed to be better than that of p-SGNS, which was expected based on the strong NIR absorbance of f-SGNS. In summary, we examined the use of the therapeutic antibody ERB-conjugated SGNS for photothermal therapy of epithelial cancer cells. The surface morphology of the Au shell (surface coverage and thickness of the Au layer) was controlled by changing the relative amounts of Au precursors and reducing agents. Au layer with full surface coverage and optimal thickness is confirmed to induce the efficient hyperthermia effect of SGNS, whereas disconnected Au clusters or a thick Au layer is not recommended as an efficient hyperthermia agent. In addition, ERB on SGNS not only minimized the toxicities to neighboring normal cells, but also killed tumor cells by blocking signaling pathways.
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Conclusion
Silica-gold nanoshell (SGNS) was synthesized using seed-mediated growth into a clustered Au layer in an electroless plating solution. SGNS with different surface morphology of gold layer clusters was prepared by adjusting the amounts of gold salts and reducing agents. The hyperthermia effect of SGNS was systematically compared by using particles with different surface coverage and thickness of the Au layer. The f-SGNS showed more redshift and stronger absorption bands compared to those of p-SGNS. Upon irradiation with NIR light (30 W/cm 2 , 700-800 nm), f-SGNS exhibited higher efficiency of the hyperthermia effect (∆T =42°C) compared to p-SGNS (∆T =24°C). Furthermore, ERB-conjugated f-SGNS selectively recognized target cancer cell lines and showed excellent therapeutic efficacy because of the therapeutic antibody and NIR laserinduced hyperthermia effect.
